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Rob Langrell

Special Publications Editor
rob.langrell@gmgvegas.com

ometimes you need an attorney for a good reason.
Maybe your business has taken off faster than
you expected. Maybe you inherited a business, real
estate or a large sum of money. Or, maybe you just need
to have some documents drawn up and you want to steer
clear of liability.
Then, there are the times when you don’t have much of
a choice to hire one. We’ll just leave it at that.
Either way, you want to have an experienced and proficient attorney on your side. There’s no single method to
selecting a good attorney. We’re hoping that this special
publication at least provides you some insight and serves
as a step in the right direction to making that pick.
Inside, you’ll find the 2012 list of the “Top Lawyers” in
Southern Nevada. This isn’t the first year that we’ve published a Top Lawyers edition under the VEGAS INC nameplate. We’ve used other lawyer rating services in the past
— there are dozens out there.
This year, we collaborated with Avvo, a Seattle-based
company that rates and profiles legal, medical and dental professionals. Avvo based its selections purely on their
respective rankings. Avvo’s proprietary algorithm rates
attorneys on a 10-point scale, factoring in peer endorsements, experience, education, training, research, publishing and awards. These dynamic ratings are refreshed as
new information is obtained from the legal industry and
its licensing and disciplinary boards.

We’ve listed the highest-rated lawyers in each of nearly
20 areas of practice. Are these the only good lawyers in
Southern Nevada? Absolutely not. This list is meant to
showcase the attorneys ranked highest by one certain ratings group — Avvo.
Besides the attorney listings and a few short, questionand-answer sessions with “Top Lawyers” from various areas of practice, you’ll find several other features. Be sure
to read how local attorneys are involved in pro bono work,
what changes are taking place in the world of intellectual
property law, the use of social media to bolster law practices, the move toward creating a “paper-free” legal world
and a feature about former governors and senators who
are now practicing law in Southern Nevada.
You’ll also find our Legal Profiles section in this issue,
which is a compilation of paid advertisements of bios of
lawyers who want to let you know what they offer in the
local, legal community.
We hope you find this special publication about Top
Lawyers useful in the coming year. Find a spot for it on
your desk, your office or your coffee table at home, where
it can be of service to you and your business.
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Despite technology, going paperless in
legal world brings plenty of challenges
By Brian Sodoma / Contributing writer

A

bout 11 years ago, when
her boss, John Bailey,
struck out on his own, Alice
O’Hearn got her dream job.
She was helping to build a law office
from the ground up.
The legal administrator for Bailey
Kennedy had some years of experience under her belt and had visions
of making an office as minimally dependent on paper as possible.
It’s been a hit-and-miss affair, she
admits, but a challenge she has happily taken on with daily vigor. The key
to minimizing paper is making the
necessary technology to do so convenient for staff and attorneys, O’Hearn
says.
So what does convenience look
like? Scanners within 15 feet of each

employee, large dual monitors at
workstations for viewing large files
and multiple pages, and quick access
to a high-speed scanner capable processing 50 pages a minute are some
of the conveniences in place at Bailey
Kennedy.
“The thing about being a young
firm is we’re nimble, progressive and
we can embrace new technologies
as they come along,” she said. “But
truthfully, it’s not a paper-less office.
It’s more of a less paper office.”
There are also processes in place.
When mail comes in, assistants scan
documents related to a case immediately. The employee manual even includes the method for how to name
the saved document on the network
accessible to everyone at the firm.
This is critical for eliminating retrieval problems. O’Hearn estimates

the firm still keeps about 20 percent
of the paper related to a case. An intricate system of hard drives and
servers are in place to store the firm’s
data and documents with updates on
back-up drives done weekly.
“If the building burns down the
most we’ll ever lose is one week,” she
added.
There is indeed labor and resource
costs cut by not needing to go through
physical files, and like older firms
may still do, hire a librarian or clerk
to keep track of them. It’s common
for attorneys to trade flash drives,
CDs and DVDs full of information as
opposed to boxes of files these days.
But there is a glitch to all of this great
technology put into place for saving
paper. What if at some point you do
need to hit “print?”
Take e-mails, for example. Doz-

ens of exchanges between clients,
counsel and others can be used as
evidence or sometimes needed for
other purposes in a case. These messages stored for periods of time, electronically, are sometimes printed for
a judge requesting a hard copy. It can,
in some cases, mean dozens of pages
of documents created with the initial
purpose of solely being in an electronic format now being needed in
paper form.
“While the technology is great, it
can also be a hindrance,” O’Hearn
added.
Paul Hejmanowski, managing partner with Lionel Sawyer & Collins, is
not convinced that the move to paperless is making much headway at
all these days, despite there being a
constant run of new technology to
give the impression that it is. As far

The Law Offices of Oshins & Associates, llc
would like to congratul ate our “Top Lawyers”

Richard A. Oshins
Estate Planning | Tax

Steven J. Oshins
Estate Planning | Tax

Heidi C. Freeman
Estate Planning | Tax

Kristen E. Simmons
Estate Planning

■

The attorneys at Oshins & Associates, LLC practice in the areas of estate planning, tax planning and probate

■

Congratulations to Oshins & Associates, LLC for being ranked by U.S. News as the only Tier 1 law firm
in Southern Nevada in Trusts & Estates Law

■

Congratulations to Richard A. Oshins (Class of 2007) and Steven J. Oshins (Class of 2011) for being named two of the
sixty-six members of the prestigious National Association of Estate Planners & Councils Estate Planning Hall of Fame®

L aw Offic e s of O sh in s & Asso c iates, llc
1645 Village Center Circle, Suite 170 | Las Vegas, Nevada 89134 | t: 702-341-6000 f: 702-341-6001 www.oshins.com
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702.796.5555

6128 W. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas 89146
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CONSTRUCTION /
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3773 Howard Hughes Parkway,
Suite 400 North
Las Vegas 89169

702.388.1011

702.792.3773

9th Floor

Steven Pacitti

Mark Fiorentino

Las Vegas 89169

10777 W. Twain Ave., 3rd Floor
Las Vegas 89135

8345 W. Sunset Road, Suite 250

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway,

702.796.5555

Dennis Kennedy

702.869.8801

702.792.7000
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Las Vegas 89148

300 S. 4th Street,
Suite 1700
Las Vegas 89101

702.562.8820

702.383.8829

8984 Spanish Ridge Ave.

TOP LAWYER
AREAS OF PRACTICE
PRACTICING

Las Vegas 89113

Eric Hone
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway,
9th Floor
Las Vegas 89169

702.796.5555

Christopher Kaempfer
8345 W. Sunset Road,
Suite 250
Las Vegas 89113

702.792.7000

Tony May

Andrew Gordon

601 S. 10th Street,

2300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 1000

Suite 106

Las Vegas 89102

Las Vegas 89101

702.873.4100

702.388.0404

Steven Oshins
Estate Planning, Tax Planning and Probate
18 years

What colleges have you attended and where did you earn your law degree?

I attended University of California – Santa Barbara for undergraduate and received a B.S.
in Actuarial Statistics there in 1991. I got my J.D. from the University of the Paciﬁc, McGeorge
School of Law in 1994.

Why did you choose this/these particular areas of practice and when did you
know this was what you wanted to do?

My father has been practicing law in this area for his entire career, so it was natural for me to
do the same. I originally planned to go to law school, work for two years, then get my M.B.A. and
go into ﬁnance or marketing. But I caught onto estate planning and loved what I was doing, so I
decided to stick with it.

What are some of the things in this area of the law that have captured your
attention?

I ﬁnd the challenge of structuring a client’s wealth to protect the assets from creditors extremely fascinating because there is so much that can be done within the bounds of the law. I
also love doing advanced estate tax reduction techniques because it is so easy to quantify the
beneﬁts that I am able to give my clients and their families.

Brieﬂy, what has been the most interesting case you’ve been involved with?

Since most of my clients are very high net worth, they’re almost all very interesting. One of
my more interesting cases involved one of my billionaire clients who wanted to move a very
complex business worth hundreds of millions of dollars out of his estate. I was able to pass the
business down to the next generation with no gift taxes.

What is the best piece of advice you’ve ever been given?

When I was in college and deciding on a career, my parents advised me to pick a career that
doesn’t have a ceiling. I ultimately decided to go into law, and that turned out to be a great decision.

What is the most rewarding part of your job as an attorney?

I enjoy helping my clients. The tax code is very complex, but once people understand what can
be done for their families it is very gratifying for me to be able to help them protect their assets,
not only from the IRS but also from creditors.

— Interviewed by Howard Riell
Photo by Christopher DeVargas

rd Riell
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